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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
July 18, 2019 
 
PAJAREE ANANNARUKARN 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS 
 
 
Q.  All right, ladies.  Being able to end today at 9 under, just what was working so well 
for you guys today? 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  We're hitting well all day I think and it's been a solid round.  
I feel like I was hitting the ball well today and make some putts, just couldn't get the back 
nine going.  But Pannarat was on fire and she made a lot of birdie on the back.  Working 
together, good round. 
 
Q.  What would you say? 
 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS:  I think, yeah, we've been hitting good.  She been 
hitting really good.  And then on the front nine, she's like made every birdie.  So we working 
together really well. 
 
Q.  You guys out there on the course, what has this experience been like for you, this 
team format and being able to Thai girl together, what is it like out there? 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  It's new for me.  This is only my second time playing 
foursome and four-ball in tournament.  It's really fun to like, you know, we get to like talk 
more, like what we're going to play and the shots and stuff like that.  So it's been fun and 
we've been enjoying it. 
 
Q.  How would you enjoy this experience? 
 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS:  It's really nice.  I play with like the team like this, I 
play with the men's before.  I never play with the girls, this is my first time.  It's really nice, 
really fun. 
 
Q.  Now Pajaree is a rookie here, you've been on the tour for quite a bit.  What is it like 
working with someone that is also so young?  How do you think both of your styles fit 
on the golf course? 
 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS:  She rookie, but I think she didn't play like a 
rookie.  She playing really good.  We playing together for a long time because we like 
growing up together playing golf together. 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  We know each other game quite a bit, and then this week 
we kind of know more.  It's kind of fun how we like working together quite well.  We're really 
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looking forward to like tomorrow and Saturday.  Yeah, should be fun. 
 
Q.  For you two, because you have known each other, when this team event came 
about were you two like, "I think we would be good partners together"?  
 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS:  Yeah, yeah. 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  We were kind of like, "Okay, let's do it." 
 
Q.  Do you guys have a team name? 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  Yeah, we do. 
 
Q.  What is it? 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  It's Thai Spice. 
 
Q.  Thai Spice? 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  And what was I guess the background for that Thai Spice? 
 
PANNARAT THANAPOLBOONYARAS:  We were being like, we been thinking so many 
names.  We come up so many.  Quite a few, not many.  I thought if people think about Thai 
food, it be like lot of spice. 
 
PAJAREE ANNANARUKARN:  So that's kind of remind us a little bit about Thailand 
because, you know, spice, yeah. 
 


